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Words as Concepts

• Beyond describing a thing 

• Beyond simple rational notation of what is conveyed 

• Language as an enigma 

• Language as an expression of a deeper natural truth



Linguistic Devices in the 
Pyramid Texts

• Rebus:  a representation of words or syllables by pictures of 
objects or by symbols whose names resemble the intended 
words or syllables in sound 

• Antimetabole: Figure of emphasis in which the words in one 
phrase or clause are replicated, exactly or closely, in reverse 
grammatical order in the next phrase or clause; an inverted 
order of repeated words in adjacent phrases or clauses (A-B, 
B-A).



Linguistic Devices in the Pyramid Texts



Patterns in Language: Puns, 
Wordplay, Doubling

• “The souls are stars the stars are tears the tears are men. 
Mankind was born from tears. 

• The words are magically related, take on the quality of the 
other through the like sound. Relation and distinction arise 
from the doubling of a thing.” 

• Morrow, p.71



Twinning

• Why? My take: 

• Pattern in language and symbol is a copy of a cosmic blueprint. 
This cosmic blueprint existed before creation and is mirrored 
in the eternally-repeated creation [i.e. the cosmic order, 
observable by humans].  

• “The word is the twin of the thing.” -Morrow, p.71



The True Vibration

• ma’a herw = the vibration of truth 

• “Upon entering the realm of light, the body is washed away. 
Unis is lifted up by the falcon, the turning of the sky, and set in 
place by the wolf, nature. 

• The one thing that survives is writing. 

• The verse makes it clear that the belief is not the person 
that survives: the offerings are in fact pointless, they are 
simply a ritual. What survives is writing.” -Morrow, p82 



Unis’ Journey Through the Stars



Ritual and Protection Spells


